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DISCUSSION 

, (, 

On: "Role of borehole geophysics In defining the physical characteristics of the Raft Rlve~ 

geothermal reservoir, Idaho" by W. S. Keys and J. K. Sullivan (GEOPIIYSICS, June 1979 
p. 1116,!,,1l41).	 . 

;~: 

There is an error in equation (6) on p. 1140 of Keys Lake formation, and three samples are fro:' 
and Sullivan; the equation should read: sedimentary rocks much farther up the holt 

R = R,/F =Rtcj>m • 
wc	 (3) Using an m = 2.0 and an a = \.0 made'l 

a	 
nearly impossible to compute a reasonable: 

However, Table 4. p. 1140 of lite same paper appears value of R"', because these values of m and 
to have been computed using lite correct foml of the a do not lit any of the rock types described. it 
equation, as given above.	 is probable that values of a < 1.0 and m ~ 

Furthermore, the caption of the right-hand ;wve 2.0 would be more applicable in the rock 
of Figure 12 should, I believe. read "Porosity described. 
percent" rather than "Porosity-pulses per second." 

The authors assume a = I and m = 2.0 and cal (4) The authors mentioned the possibility that 
culate apparent water resistivities which do not favor differences may ellist in the factors influene.a 
ably compare with measured values. On the basis of ing responses of porosity and resistivity de: 
these assumptions and computed values of R",. litis vices, and this is correct; in addition, It Ii 
method seems to have been discarded; however. a important to realize that none of the resislivi 
number of factors should be considered before the curves run in these holes will yield near-true 
technique is dismissed. resistivities unless corrections for borehole; 

bed thickness, and other effects are carried 
(I)	 Ideally. formation factor-porosity plots of out. Apparently. these corrections were not' 

sample data from the same rock types yield pe~rmed. ' 
the appropriate a and m values for that rock 
type. I consider this paper one of the better ones to be' 

published to date on formation evaluation in &eo:~ 
(2) The samples listed in Table 4 (p. 1140) repre thermal boreholes, and the authors deserve congralU-'lI 

sent thn:e different rock types. based on the lations for the thorough manner in which they have" 
sections shown in Figure 2 (p. 1118); it is treated this tough data. 
reasonable to ellpect to lind different sets of HILTON B. EVANS 
values of a and m for each different rock Integrated SeismiclWel1 Log Services 

Seismograph Service Corp. type, In this case. one sample represents a 
P. O. BOll 1590

quartzite. two samples represent the Salt Tulsa, OK 74102 

Reply by author to H. B. Evans 

Evans Is correct about the error in the equation on equation should be 
p. 1140 and the caption on Figure 12. With all of the 
review we had. it's hard to understand how such R = RtiF = Rtcj>m 
errors creep through. For publication in erratn, the 

wc a 
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land the right-hand curve in Figure 12 should be Table 4 are from logs. I do not know if J. Sullivan 
,labeled "porosity-percent" rather lIten "porosity used departure curves for correcting resistivity values, 
,'pulses per second ... but I doubt that he did, and therefore, R t should not 
it Evans' comments about the formation factor have been used. I think the conclusion is still cor

,-'porosity relationship are valid, but I think it is more rect that some empirical data are needed to establish 
than just a question of the values of a and mused. the validity of the method. Obviously, we had very 
As pointed out in the report, most of the permeability few good data. and the last short section of the paper 

,'(and an unknown part of the porosity) in all of the was more of an aftenhought than a well substantiated 
'rocks at Raft River is secondary. present as both part of the study. 
fractures and solution openings. The validity of the W, SCOIT KEYS 

U.S. Geological Survey "relationships between Ro, R",. F, and cj> is question
BOll 25046~ble in such rocks. A second problem is pointed out Denver Federal Center 

01\ p. 1125; porosities obtained from logs at Raft Denver, CO 80225
 
Jliver are not dependable, and some of the values in
 

DISCUSSION 

On: "Complex seismic trace analysis" by M. T. Taner, F. Koehler, and R. E. Sheriff 
(GEOPHYSICS, June 1979, p. 1041-1063). 

, In Appendill B. the authors derive an analytical the desired accuracy. In fact, equation (I) is not use
.expression for the conjugate component of a Ricker ful for practical computations. In the main part of 
.wavelet and state that the different attributes of a the paper (p. I (43), the authors have given the time

(,wavelet with a peak frequency of 25 Hz are listed in domain and also the frequency-domain representa
~iTable I of their paper. The quadrature component of tions for calculation of the quadrature component. 

1,1i Ricker wavelet should be read as: We have designed Hilbert operators of various 
lengths in the time domain starting from 19 to 43~"/t (I) = (2/71) 112 J.'" fl)2e- .. 2I2Sln .. td~ samples for calculating the quadrature component 

\," 0 ~ of a 25-Hz Ricker wavelet, and the results for 19, 
27, 39, and 43 samples are given here in Table I.= 2 (2/71) I12 _t2 12 [, _ (2m - 3) ,2m + I]e The same quadrature components have been calcu(2m + I)! ' 
laled using a frequency-domain approach also, antI 
the results are shown in column 3 of the table. A 

:( where (2m - 3) = I for m = I and I. 3 . 

(I) 

-------	 comparison with Table I of the authors reveals that 
!;(2m - 3) for m ;;,; 2. in order to obtain their results. we should use a time
Ii The ellpression in parentheses in equation (I) is domain operator of minimum 43 points. No simple 
:series ellpression of 'IFd-I/2; 3/2; 12 /2), analytical relation ellists to find out thi~ optimum 
'I'where IF.{a;b;z) is the connuent hypergeometric length in time domain. The frequency-domain ap
, function. Equation (1) converge~ for any finite I. proach in such a case can be exploited profitably. 
'since bin IF1 (a;b;z) in this case is neither zero nor This can be appreciated from the fact that the Hilbert 

,; negative. However, we have seen that the rate of operator 1/711 approaches zero asymptotically, and 
"convergence of equation (1) is slow. Consequently even at large operator lengths, the coefficients al
, as I increa~es. more and more terms of the sequence though small. maintain finite values. Thus, it is 
,in IF1 (a;b;z) are to be taken into account to achieve obvious that selection of an optimum time-domain 
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